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There Ain’t No Conspiracy Here
David Rockefeller, in his 2002
autobiography, Memoirs, assures us that
there is no secret conspiracy to create a
world government. While he proudly admits
to being an internationalist, he insists that
there is no secret plan to lead this country
into some sort of world superstate. He also
insists that those of us who believe in such a
conspiracy are really the victims of “populist
paranoia.” Let his words speak for
themselves:

For more than a century ideological
extremists at either end of the political
spectrum have seized upon well-
publicized incidents such as my
encounter with Castro to attack the
Rockefeller family for the inordinate
influence they claim we wield over
American political and economic
institutions. Some even believe we are
part of a secret cabal working against
the best interests of the United States,
characterizing my family and me as
“internationalists” and of conspiring
with others around the world to build a
more integrated global political and
economic structure — one world, if you
will. If that’s the charge, I stand guilty,
and I am proud of it.

So Rockefeller readily admits to his part in working to create a “one world” global, political, and
economic structure — the very definition of a world government. He merely denies being part of a
“secret cabal.”  But then how does he explain the plan of Cecil Rhodes to set up a secret society to
secure the world’s peace? Of course, all of that took place at the turn of the last century when such an
idea was considered too idealistic to succeed. Yet, according to Professor Carroll Quigley’s book
Tragedy and Hope, there is indeed an Anglo-American cabal that has been working toward the creation
of a New World Order since the end of World War One.

For proof of the existence of the conspiracy, all we have to do is turn to the front page of the New York
Times of April 9, 1902 and read all about it. Rhodes had died on March 26, 1902 in South Africa, and  it
was his intimate associate and executor, W. T. Stead, who provided the newspaper with this astounding
story. The headline reads: “Mr. Rhodes’s Ideal of Anglo-Saxon Greatness. Statement of His Aims,
Written for W. T. Stead in 1890. He Believed a Wealthy Secret Society Should Work to Secure the
World’s Peace and a British-American Federation.”
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Although Stead fell out with Rhodes over the Boer War, he still believed in the plan for the creation of a
secret society to promote the goals of Rhodes. The Times article states:

In its three columns of complex sentences the whole of Mr. Rhodes’s international and individual
philosophy is embraced. Perhaps it can best be summarized as an argument in favor of the
organization of a secret society, on the lines of the Jesuit order, for the promotion of peace and
welfare of the world, and the establishment of an American-British federation, with absolute
homerule for the component parts.

Rhodes was also a believer in free trade and was critical of tariffs imposed by the government of the
United States. But a British-American Federation would solve that problem. The Times continued:

But toward securing this millenium Mr. Rhodes believed the most important factor would be “a
secret society, organized like Loyola’s, supported by the accumulated wealth of those whose
aspiration is a desire to do something,” and who would be spared the “hideous annoyance” daily
created by the thought to which of their incompetent relations’ they should leave their fortunes.
These wealthy people, Mr. Rhodes thought, would thus be greatly relieved and be able to turn
“their ill-gottten or inherited gains to some advantage.”

Then, referring to America’s great energy and wealth, the Times quoted Rhodes:

“Fancy the charm to Young America, just coming on, and dissatisfied, for they have filled up their
own country and do not know what to tackle next, to share in a scheme to take the government of
the whole world. The present President [Mr. Harrison] is dimly seeing it; but his horizon is limited
to the New World, north and south …. Such a brain wants but little to see the true solution.”

Rhodes was indeed carried away by his tremendously exciting scheme to control the world.  He
wrote: “What a scope! What a horizon of work for the next two centuries for the best energies of
the best people in the world.

Of course, things have not turned out as Rhodes had planned. His trustees did set up the instruments
for carrying out his policies with the Rhodes Scholarships, the Council on Foreign Relations in New
York, and the Royal Institute for International Affairs in London. The control of our two major political
parties by the secret cabal has brought us to the present unhappy situation. That is why the Republican
Party, until now, has been complicit in the plan to lead us into the New World Order. 

But even the African country of Rhodesia, founded by Rhodes, is now called Zimbabwe, and is ruled by
a tyrannical dictator who has literally forced the white population to abandon their once productive
farms and leave what is left of Rhodesia.

In other words, such grand plans as the one Rhodes dreamed up can never quite meet the demands of
reality. Yet, they can distort society to the point where confusion reigns, and the whole conspiratorial
structure begins to fall apart. The idealists are all dead, or writing their memoirs in preparation for
their exits.

In a sense, the conspiracy is now operating on auto-pilot, with no one in the commander’s seat. Mr.
Soros has his own plan for some sort of New World Disorder. For him, it is all a gigantic chess game
with some high stakes in the offing. He doesn’t have the Anglo-Saxon idealism of Rhodes. What he has
is a neurotic ambition to be some sort of messiah only because he has enough money to make a fool of
himself. 

Meanwhile, the American people have had enough of those politicians leading us over the cliff to
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nowhere. They are returning to the governing principles of our Founding Fathers, whose wisdom is now
being seen as miraculous. Indeed, America was founded by men of intelligence, courage, vision, and
moral integrity. They have been matched by no other body of men in history, and their inspiration will
make it possible for America to survive as the nation of freedom they gave us.
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